Sales Skills Index™

“How you think when you lose
determines how long it will be
until you win.”
—G.K. Chesterton
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What is the Sales Skills
Index and Why Use it?
“Stop selling. Start helping.”
–Zig Ziglar

The Sales Skills Index is an objective analysis of an individual’s understanding of the strategies
required to sell successfully in any sales environment. It essentially answers the question, “Can this
person sell?” Like any profession, selling has a body of knowledge related to successful execution.
It is this knowledge that the Sales Skills Index measures.

Sales Skills Index Measures 7 Steps in the Sales Process
đƫProspecting
đƫFirst Impressions
đƫQualifying
đƫDemonstration
đƫInfluence
đƫClose
đƫGeneral
NOTE: Each situation was developed and validated by sales professionals to reflect real sales
strategies used by today’s sales force. For more information on the creation of the Sales Skills Index
refer to the Sales Skills Index Manual and Validity Study.
This report will give feedback on the individual’s strengths and weaknesses. From this you can:
đƫDevelop a plan to overcome the individual’s weaknesses
đƫSimplify sales training
đƫFocus on areas that produce results
đƫBuild confidence
đƫIdentify the sales strategy knowledge areas that are needed to sell a specific product/service
in a given market
đƫIdentify new sales applicant’s strengths and weaknesses
đƫIdentify specific training or management needs of a salesperson or sales force
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The SSI Identifies Sales
Knowledge in the Following
Categories:
đƫProspecting (13 Questions): The first
step of any sales system. It is the phase
of the sale where prospects are identified,
detailed background information
is gathered, the physical activity of
traditional prospecting is coordinated and
an overall strategy for face-to-face selling
is developed.
đƫFirst Impressions/Greeting (9
Questions): The first face-to-face
interaction between a prospect and the
salesperson. This step is designed to
enable the salesperson to display his or
her sincere interest in the prospect, to
gain positive acceptance and to develop
a sense of mutual respect and rapport.
It is the first phase of face-to-face trust
building and sets the selling process in
motion.
đƫQualifying/Questions (7 Questions): The
questioning and detailed needs analysis
phase of the face-to-face sale. This step
of selling enables the salesperson to
discover what the prospect will buy, when
they will buy and under what conditions
they will buy. It is allowing the prospect
to identify and verbalize their level of
interest and specific detailed needs in
the product or service the salesperson is
offering.
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đƫDemonstration (9 Questions): In this
step, the salesperson should present
his or her product in such a way that it
fulfills the stated or implied needs or
intentions of the prospect as identified
and verbalized in the Qualification step.
đƫInfluence (6 Questions): What people
believe enough, they act upon. This step
is designed to enable the salesperson to
build value and overcome the tendency
that many prospects have of placing little
belief or trust in what is told to them. It
is this phase of the sale that solidifies the
prospect’s belief in the supplier, product
or service and salesperson.
đƫClose (10 Questions): The final
phase of any selling system. This step
encompasses asking the prospect to buy,
dealing with objections, handling any
necessary negotiation and completing the
transaction to mutual satisfaction.
đƫGeneral (13 Questions): This area
represents an overall understanding of
the sales process. Knowledge of the
process can lead to a positive attitude
toward sales and a commitment to the
individual sales steps.
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Category Analysis
This section of the report features the total number of questions that were asked as it relates
to each area. The first row shows the number of times the individual chose the most effective
strategy as the first choice. The second row shows the number of the times the individual ranked
the second most effective strategy as their first choice.

PROSPECTING / QUALIFY: The first step of any sales system. It is the phase of the sale where prospects
are identified, detailed background information is gathered, the physical activity of traditional prospecting is
coordinated and an overall strategy for face-to-face selling is developed.
(6/13) 46% of the time you chose the most effective strategy
(5/13) 39% of the time you ranked the second most effective strategy as your first choice

Example: There are 13 questions that relate to Prospecting/Qualifying. Of those questions, 3 out
of 13 or 23% of the time, this person chose the most effective strategy as their first choice. 6 out of
13 questions, or 46% of the time, this individual ranked the second most effective strategy as their
first choice. As a summary 9 out of 13 times the individual chose the most or second most effective
strategy when asked a Prospecting/Qualifying question, or 69% of the time.
Let the individual know you will review how they rate against top sales performers in the coming
sections.
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Question Analysis
This section identifies the amount of times
the individual chose the:
đƫMOST effective strategy
đƫSECOND most effective strategy as #1
đƫTHIRD most effective strategy as #1
đƫLEAST effective strategy as #1
The Least Effective Strategy Analysis
identifies the questions where the individual
chose the Least Effective Strategy as the
Most Effective. The following will show
the questions in which the least effective
strategy was chosen followed by the
CORRECT answer.
TIP: For deeper analysis you may
print the individual’s answers for the Sales
Skills Index survey by going into your
www.ttiadmin.com account.
After you’ve reviewed the report you may
want to revisit this section to discuss the
questions and what the most effective
strategy means.
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Reviewing
the Graphs
The next 3 sections provide a visual
overview of how the individual compares
to top sales performers in the 7 areas as it
relates to:
đƫSelecting the most effective strategy
đƫSelecting the most effective and
secondary effective strategy
đƫSelecting the least effective strategy as
their last strategy
1. Point out the client’s strong areas on each
graph and areas they may want to focus
on.
2. Do not stress that the client needs to
improve in all areas; focus only on the
areas that are important to their sales
cycle.
Example: If the client scores low in
prospecting but seeking out new clients is
not in the job requirements, then do not put
much emphasis on improvement in that area.
Whereas if the sales cycle depends heavily on
selling to the right person, qualifying, focus
on that area regardless of the score.
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Primary Effectiveness Rating
This graph allows you to compare a person’s sales knowledge of the most effective strategy
with other top sales performers. If the individual’s scores are not great that is ok, the next section
may reflect better results.
John Sample
Top Sales Performers

Prospecting

46
46

First impression

67
54

Qualifying

43
45

Demonstration

56
60

Influence

50
65

Close

60
66

General

46
53

Total

53
56
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Primary & Secondary
Effectiveness Rating
This graph allows you to compare a person’s sales knowledge of the most effective and second
most effective strategy with other top sales performers. Typically you will see higher scores as a
person now has the opportunity to pick two strategies.
John Sample
Top Sales Performers

Prospecting

85
70

First impression

89
84

Qualifying

57
66

Demonstration

89
84

Influence

83
82

Close

90
87

General

85
75

Total

83
78
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Understanding What NOT to Do
This graph allows you to compare a person’s sales knowledge of choosing the LEAST Effective
Strategy as their last option. This graph demonstrates that the individual knows what NOT to do
in sales situations.
John Sample
Top Sales Performers

Prospecting

54
55

First impression

56
53

Qualifying

14
36

Demonstration

67
67

Influence

67
59

Close

80
54

General

62
60

Total

57
55
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Review which of the sales categories are
important to the individual’s specific sales
process.
NOTE: Having a job benchmark provides a
more targeted coaching and development
plan. While you cannot benchmark with the
Sales Skills Index, knowing what the Key
Accountabilities are can help you and your
client narrow down what areas of the sales
process to focus on.
Prior to reviewing how and what the
individual will want to focus on, consider
reviewing their behaviors, motivators
and soft skills. Incorporating how they
communicate, what drives them and what
their natural abilities are can both help
you as a coach and also help the client
in understanding their strengths and
weaknesses.

Remember to communicate with
the individual HOW they want to be
communicated with (D, I, S, or C) and speak
to WHY they would be willing to work on the
area (Motivators).
Set milestones and work on 2-3 categories of
the sales process at a time. Improvement will
come with practice and must be measured.
Consider metrics in each of the following
areas:
đƫProspecting – How many new leads are
they creating?
đƫFirst Impressions – What type of client
they are approaching?
đƫQualifying – How many leads turn into
demos?
đƫDemonstration – How many demos lead
to negotiations?

For each section ask the client:

đƫInfluence – How effectively they have set
the stage for the close?

1. To pick 2-3 reasons for scoring below top
performers.

đƫClose – Numbers, quotas and metrics met
or exceeded?

2. To elaborate on their methods for each
reason.
3. To identify how their behaviors, motivators
and skills may hinder them in the area.
4. Pick 2-3 suggested solutions to work on
strengthening that area.
5. 5To identify how their behaviors,
motivators and skills can help in the area.
6. Assign the Online TTI SI University Sales
Skills Index RX to help coach to this
specific area.
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Prospecting
Possible reasons for scoring below top
performers

First Impressions/
Greeting

1. Lack of understanding who the real
prospects and decision makers are.

Possible reasons for scoring below top
performers:

2. Lack of understanding of the type of
information needed to qualify a prospect

1. Lack skills in identifying buying style and
how to approach them differently.

3. Tied to traditional methods of prospecting.

2. More concerned about their own personal
agenda than potential clients.

4. Poor time management.
5. Ineffective telephone techniques.
Suggested Solutions
Training, coaching or listening to the
following audio sessions:
đƫCold Calling Skills
đƫTime & Territory Management Skills
đƫTelephone Skills
đƫSelf-Starting Capacity
đƫHandling Rejection
đƫPersistence
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3. Inability to mark their style—even
aggressive salespeople can.
4. Failure to gather the right information in
the prospecting stage.
5. Failure to display sincere interest in
prospect’s problems.
Suggested Solutions
đƫTraining, coaching or listening to the
following audio sessions:
đƫEngaging Customers
đƫProjecting Rapport
đƫHow to be Courteous and Polite
đƫRelating with Others
đƫEvaluating Others
đƫTaking Initiative in Meeting Others
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Qualifying/
Questions

Demonstration

Possible reasons for scoring below top
performers:

1. Failure to listen to the “wants” described
in the question stage.

1. Failure to appreciate the type of probing
necessary to discover what the client
wants and needs.

2. Demonstrating to fulfill their needs and
not the client’s needs.

2. Failure to ask the tough questions or
making an assumption that all prospects
want to hear your presentation.
3. Poor listening skills.
Suggested Solutions
Training, coaching or listening to the
following audio sessions:
đƫQualifying Buyers
đƫQuestioning Strength
đƫAccurate Listening
đƫUnderstanding Needs
đƫPatience
đƫMaintaining Goal Focus
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Possible reasons for scoring below top
performers:

3. Failure to appeal to the customer’s interest
and desires.
4. Thinking features rather than applications.
5. Failure to answer “What’s in it for me?” for
your prospect.
Suggested Solutions
Training, coaching or listening to the
following audio sessions:
đƫGiving an Effective Presentation
đƫPersuading Others
đƫBalanced Communication
đƫConcrete Organization
đƫPersonal Flexibility
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Influence

Close

Possible reasons for scoring below top
performers:

Possible reasons for scoring below top
performers:

1. Failure to understand the strategy of
proving your claims.

1. Failure to negotiate the
conditions of the sale.

2. Failure to sell value and justify price.

2. Failure to answer objectives
and create value.

3. Failure to relieve the fear of buying.

3. Failure to take the risk to close the sale.
Suggested Solutions
Training, coaching or listening to the
following audio sessions:
đƫSolving Sales Problems
đƫIdentifying Buying Signals
đƫMaintaining Trust
đƫEmotional Connection
đƫProving Your Claims
đƫProblem Resolution

Suggested Solutions
Training, coaching or listening to the
following audio sessions:
đƫDealing with Objection
đƫClosing the Sale
đƫIdentifying Objectives
đƫCourage
đƫSelf-Control
đƫBeing Results-Oriented

General
Possible reasons for scoring below top
performers:
1. Failure to appreciate the little thingsthat
lead to a successful presentation. such
as being prepared, using sales aids,
managing time, and using call reports.
2. Lack of commitment of sales as a
profession.
3. Poor attitude towards selling.
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